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Q.l 

(1) 
Answer the following questions with the correct choice. (Each of 1 Mark.) 
D.1:a network, the point where three or more circuit elements are connected is 

(3) 

~==----known as ... . ...... point. h'~V. SCieJ? 

(a) junction (b) node (c) branch (d) mesh. t;;(~" 01!l~ 
(2) Which of these bridges is use~ to d~termine c~pacit~nce? . ,I \~ i U3RP.RY ~ 

(a) Kelvin .bridge (b), Schen.ng bndge (c) WI en bridge (d) Hay brIdge \~ v ,ji 

(3) The resolvll1g power of the pnsm depends . ~V.N3~ 
(a) only on base thickness (t) (b) onl y on refractive index (~l) 
(c) only on wavelength of light (A) (d) on product of (t) and (d~/d A) 

Q.2 Answer any T\VO. (Each of 2 Mark.) (4) 
(1) With a suitable network define: (i) node point and (ii) branch. 

(2) Draw the circuit of ac bridge and state expressions for its balancing conditions. 
(3) There are total 15,000 lines (i .e. N) ruled on a plane transmission grating. 

Determine its resolving power in the third order (i.e. n = 2). 

Q.3 With a suitable diagram and example, explain mesh current analysis method for (6) 
two mesh network. 

OR 
Q.3 With a suitable diagram explain node pair i.e. nodal method for analysis of a (6) 

three node-pair network. 

QA With necessary diagram explain construction and working of Hay bridge. (6) 

Mention its features. 
OR 

QA What is a Schering bridge? With necessary diagram explain its working and (6) 

discuss its features. 

Q.5 Explain construction and working of a Michelson interferometer. (6) 
OR 

Q.5 Define resolving power of a prism and derive expression for it. (6) 
-. \ 
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